
Create a Culture 
of Quality, 
Collaboration,
Innovation, 
Pride, 
Leadership, and 
Connectedness
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Agenda/Topics
§ What is culture?

§ The psychology of culture

§ Make culture “real” - How do you “operationalize” it?
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“How important are these leadership initiatives to being a truly effective Chair?”

No. 1 Response……. DEPARTMENT CULTURE
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Keys to Department Success

§ Recent, comprehensive, strategic plan in 
place.

§ Physician leaders actively engaged in the 
planning process and implementation

§ Plan is in line with organizational priorities

§ Articulates a clear vision that reflects Dept. 
Values

§ Plan supports an effective Department 
structure

§ Regular, at least annual, strategic planning 
updates

§ Plan addresses the resources needed for 
success

§ Department has sufficient administrative, 
data, tools, and technology resources to 
achieve goals

Leadership 
Effectiveness/Support

Support Physician 
Success

Strategic Planning 
and Tools

Department 
Performance

§ Leadership roles, expectations, are clear, and useful job 
descriptions

§ Physician leaders function as a team

§ Physician and Administrative Leaders work 
collaboratively

§ Leaders are supported - Effective feedback, 
developmental and performance support

§ Effective leadership team communication

§ Holistic approach to long-term physician 
success

§ Clear performance expectations

§ Individual physicians have clear goals 
and a plan for success

§ Sufficient programs, resources, and 
support for success

§ Physicians feel valued as partners

§ Physicians who are struggling are 
provided adequate support

§ Comp plan supports Department Goals, 
individual success and collaboration

§ Department leaders, all faculty, advanced practice 
professionals and staff understand and share a common 
vision

§ Clearly defined behavioral expectations

§ Culture of trust, psychological safety, productive 
relationships, and communication, and collaboration -
among physicians and other disciplines

§ Effective meetings and communication that support the 
Strategic Plan

Culture
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What is Culture?

Culture is NOT a 
program…….
It is about what you/your 
organization stands for

“[A] pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it 
solved its problems . . . which [is then] taught to new members as the 
correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.”

Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership, 4th ed. 

Three Phases TO CHANGE IT:
1. Individual Behavior Change
2. Interpersonal Behavior Change
3. Culture/Dept/System Behavior Change

Culture IS:
A series of individual behavior changes 
by people within a Department 
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Building a Culture . . . Important Considerations

§ Those who don’t embrace the culture can’t be part of the team-they either 
deselect themselves or are asked to leave

§ Those who remain, reinforce the expectations because they support 
success, and this becomes the way the team functions

§ Change culture by integrating training on the desired behaviors INTO the 
work. . . . (NOT by “culture” training)

§ People learn while doing the work, and constantly evaluating and improving 
behaviors IN THE MOMENT

– Great sports team rarely TALK about culture, but they are constantly 
WORKING on it!

Unfreeze

Transform

Freeze

Lewin, 1937

=
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The Individual Psychology of Culture

§ People, generally, WANT to be part of a team, of something larger 
than themselves - to feel connected.

§ The challenge is getting them to REALIZE that they want this and that they will be 
happier, more fulfilled and able to achieve their goals, as part of a group where 
they are valued and where they value others…

§ This is true across all settings, all professions…..
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Self Determination Theory….Relationship to Culture

Engagement

Competency

Autonomy 

Connectedness

Deci & Ryan, 2018

Deci and Ryan, 1985
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Self-Determination Theory

§ If you accept that culture matters . . .

§ Then you need to define the culture you envision

§ Define the behaviors that will be part of that culture - set expectations

§ Gain buy-in:  “This ‘culture’ will help you to accomplish your goals!”

§ Create the environment and structure to teach and support these behaviors

What can you do as leaders? Give people the training and environment that allows 
them to FEEL:

1. COMPETENCE to do their work
2. AUTONOMY to find/implement solutions
3. CONNECTEDNESS – start with her/him/other,then their team(s), then the 

Department, and ultimately, the organization (this is harder these days)
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The Individual Psychology of Culture

Case Study -
Culture Change

www.j3phealthcaresolutions.com
174 Nassau Street, Suite 108, Princeton, NJ 08542 clientservices@j3phealthcaresolutions.com
J3P Healthcare Solutions
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Applying the Psychology of Team

Effective teams display common characteristics:
§ Clarity of a shared purpose
§ Shared notions of what’s important in 

achieving that purpose
§ Role clarity
§ A sense of confidence in the future
§ Trust – (Established by demonstrating 

dependability, beneficence, and integrity)
§ Psychological safety

Teams need to have frank discussions about the 
behaviors that contribute to these characteristics 
and those that erode them.  

Results…A New Birthing Center Culture

Two months into the initial six-month plan, Working Team, was facing the initial wave of the COVID-19 
Pandemic. The Team, though, only missed two monthly meetings and pushed to resume the work as quickly as 
possible. Many noted that the improved team dynamics were incredibly valuable during the crisis.

Pandemic Response 

After 18 months of almost no progress, within three months, the team was holding collaborative multi-
disciplinary meetings with a high level of psychological safety. Physician leaders, from several specialties were 
highly engaged, taking accountability for modeling leadership behaviors for their colleagues. The group was 
actively making progress on a number of initiatives, including:

Progress on “The Work”

§ Category II tracings and quantitative blood loss protocols
§ Integrating new hospitalist and mid-wifery programs
§ New department dashboard
§ Real-time feedback processes
§ Fetal heart monitor certification program
§ Telehealth
§ Cross discipline continuing medical education
§ Community connection programs

Each individual (starting with the leaders) must 
demonstrate the humility to learn new behaviors.  

Even in the midst of the workload created by the Pandemic, the staff Net Promotor Agree/Strongly Agree 
metric improved by 16%.
Two key culture survey metrics improved by 14% - (considered a big win after years of flat/declining scores).

“I feel free to question the decisions or actions of those with more authority.” and
“Actions of the executive leadership team show that patient safety is a top priority.”

Culture Metrics

But….You cannot simply tell people to “function more like a 
team” or “be more collaborative.”
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Healthcare’s Unique Culture Challenges

§ Siloed organizational structures

§ Emphasis on professional 
autonomy and individual expertise

§ Rarely acknowledge or address the 
value of teams, communication, 
relationships and collaboration

§ They myth of “collective 
intelligence”… No individual can accomplish the goals 

we have in mind - especially when it 
comes to driving Department success
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Learning from the Navy Seals

§ Each team member must be talented, tough, conditioned, and competitive, but they succeed 
as a team.

§ The entire training program is designed to create a certain culture

They value the teammate they can trust over the one with the 
outstanding individual scores/talent.

SO….Exhibit behaviors that embody humility and vulnerability humble

§ Relatability leads to trust
§ Trust leads to stability and security in the 
Relationship
§ This translate into currency to move your 
Department forward
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Building and Supporting a Culture

§ IDENTIFY WHERE AS A DEPARTMENT YOU 
WANT TO GO AND WHAT YOU “STAND 
FOR”

§ CREATE a STRUCTURE that emphasizes and 
leverages collaboration

§ DEFINE the BEHAVIORS that you value and 
that will support collaboration and success

§ CONNECT these BEHAVIORS to WHAT 
PEOPLE VALUE - so they are motivated to 
learn, grow and change

§ BUILD the CAPACITY of YOUR PEOPLE by 
teaching them these behaviors. Provide 
insight, support and tools.  

§ INTEGRATE these efforts into the work, itself

“Launching the Canoe”
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The Approach -

Is this a “culture” initiative or a “department 
performance” initiative?

Step 1 - Make the Challenges Manageable

Step 2 - Provide Structure for the Work

Step 3 - Self-Awareness as the Foundation for Individual Growth

Step 4  - Integrate Learning into the  Work
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Make the Challenges Manageable
§ The challenges and barriers often feel large, complex and insurmountable

– Define:
• Organizational challenges/issues/situation we CANNOT change but need to 

understand (stop lamenting what we cannot control - by giving control over 
what we CAN change)

• Operational/process challenges
• Group/Culture/Communication challenges

§ Gain consensus on the vision - this is NOT a formality!

§ Give people hope and confidence they can make the vision a reality. (Think of 
‘CAC’)
– Challenge them 
– Empower them 
– Support them
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Provide Structure for the Work

§ WHO is empowered to analyze the challenges, to prioritize, to propose solutions?

– Empower key leaders, committees/working groups/service line teams, etc.

§ Give leaders clear expectations –

Role 
Clarity
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Self-Awareness as the Foundation

§ Leaders MUST be willing to examine their own effectiveness

§ Creating and communicating a vision, building trust, motivating people, etc - all 
require different leadership styles…
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Integrate Team Learning into the Work
§ Great coaches don’t teach technique and strategy on the 

practice field and then teach “culture” and behaviors, in 
the classroom!!!
– Constant attention goes into structuring practice and interactions with 

players, what’s said, not said, in the moment feedback, etc. - you are 
ALWAYS creating a culture, whether it’s intentional or not.

§ How you behave as a leader establishes your culture
– Every meeting, discussion, email, decision
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Keys to Department Success

§ Recent, comprehensive, strategic plan in 
place.

§ Physician leaders actively engaged in the 
planning process and implementation

§ Plan is in line with organizational priorities

§ Articulates a clear vision that reflects Dept. 
Values

§ Plan supports an effective Department 
structure

§ Regular, at least annual, strategic planning 
updates

§ Plan addresses the resources needed for 
success

§ Department has sufficient administrative, 
data, tools, and technology resources to 
achieve goals

Leadership 
Effectiveness/Support

Support Physician 
Success

Strategic Planning 
and Tools

Department 
Performance

§ Leadership roles, expectations, are clear, and useful job 
descriptions

§ Physician leaders function as a team

§ Physician and Administrative Leaders work 
collaboratively

§ Leaders are supported - Effective feedback, 
developmental and performance support

§ Effective leadership team communication

§ Holistic approach to long-term physician 
success

§ Clear performance expectations

§ Individual physicians have clear goals 
and a plan for success

§ Sufficient programs, resources, and 
support for success

§ Physicians feel valued as partners

§ Physicians who are struggling are 
provided adequate support

§ Comp plan supports Department Goals, 
individual success and collaboration

§ Department leaders, all faculty, advanced practice 
professionals and staff understand and share a common 
vision

§ Clearly defined behavioral expectations

§ Culture of trust, psychological safety, productive 
relationships, and communication, and collaboration -
among physicians and other disciplines

§ Effective meetings and communication that support the 
Strategic Plan

Culture
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The Leader’s Challenge

“You are actually striving for two things at the same time: an organization where 
people understand the importance of their jobs and are committed to living within 

the confines of those jobs and to taking direction; and an organization where people 
feel creative and adaptive and are willing to change their minds without feeling 

threatened. It is a tough combination to achieve. But it’s also the ultimate in 
management.”

To Build a Winning Team: An Interview with Head Coach Bill Walsh
HBR, by Richard Rapaport
From the Magazine (January–February 1993)

https://hbr.org/search?term=richard%20rapaport
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This can be fun if you allow it to…
“Cultural Artifact”
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A word From: 

Colonel James Ficke, M.D.,  Robert A. Robinson 
Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery at the Johns 
Hopkins School of Medicine and director of the
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Q and A
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